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Merry Christmas all!
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work colleagues until mid April.
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On the July long weekend, both girls did make an
along one day to help as a parent volunteer. Both
attempt at waterskiing, but due to it being so busy
girls continued their piano lessons, and Melissa
and wavy, neither fully made it up. Due to other
continued taking accordion lessons while Kayla
summer holiday committments we next made it to
continued sewing lessons and rock climbing.
our cabin on Labour Day, and then for final
Just like a year earlier, both girls were involved at

closeup on Thanksgiving.
Why did we not make it to the cabin much this
year? Vacation day shortage. Why? Wasn’t I a
moment ago saying Glen had accumulated some
extra days? Well, we used our trailer a lot. Where
did we use our trailer you ask? Well, we did spend
a quick weekend at Sasquatch Provincial Park
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with Glen’s brother’s family (those still at home
anyway), but the major outing was a drive down
the West Coast (and back) almost to Mexico.

visible, with this particular park being in much
worse state of wear than it had been when we
stayed here five years earlier.
The rest of our trip down saw us camping on the
beach, spending a couple of nights in San
Francisco, and finally ending in a San Diego KOA
just a few kilometres north of the Mexican border
where we had a booking for five nights.
We filled our time in San Diego visiting zoos and
water parks and a day at the beach. The roller
coasters and other rides at SeaWorld were a lot of
fun. With six days in San Diego, we were still
sorry to finally leave it, but we did have something
to look forward to, heading back North to LA
where we had a campground just outside of
Disneyland booked for six nights, and so giving us
seven days where we were spending time in
Ahaheim, or around Los Angeles. From some
websites that track such things, the prediction
between the parks we planned to hit (Disneyland,
Disneyland California Adventureland, and Knott’s
Berry Farm) was that the Disneyland parks were
busiest at the start of the week, and towards the
end of the week got a bit quieter, so we decided
to spend our first full day at Knott’s.
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the week seem comparatively tame. Don’t worry,
we still thoroughly enjoyed ourselves!

morning show, took part in a strong woman show
(ask Kayla who was bright red with
embarrassment during the show), and saw some
PNE mainstays such as pig
races and SuperDogs show.

Our second full day we did go
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couple of other single riders) got to pilot the
trailer! We did get some traps while at Sasquatch,
Millennium Falcon on a scavenging mission
but we never did catch anybody. I believe the
where we try to collect enough “treasure” to pay
mouse jumped out on the last day as we were
off the rental of the Millennium Falcon.
packing up to come home. Alice Lake? Same
One thing all enjoyed was spending a few classes traps, but much more success. We caught 4 in the
in a Disney Animation studio where we were
space of about 24 hours. Sasquatch Mice are
taught by a Disney animator on
smarter than Alice Lake Mice?
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Speaking of rodents, I should
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mention that as we turned to fall
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another class learning how to
got themselves a new pet
draw BB-8 from Star Wars.
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health and we all have thoroughly enjoyed having

him added to our family (he gives us great fun
Melissa in her fifth year with the guiding program
watching him go for a run in the standard hamster
is in her second year of Girl Guides.
wheel several times a
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regrettably kept him away
from returning to weekly
volleyball. Overtime for a
few months did mean he
built up a few days extra of
holidays to end the year
with (looking at it from a
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In the coming days we are
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going to our friends to take
this fall, going every
part in the traditional
week or two to curling
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Melissa is doing an
City Curling Club rink. Melissa dropped piano
accordion concert with fellow accordion players
lessons, but kept up her focus on the accordion.
(Kayla did a piano concert a week ago), and then
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rock climbing. Both girls are again on Odyssey of
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